TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS  #356
N. COR. 10  T 25  R 9  W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO P9 11
CT15 108 B-302
1 56" same F-1-4
4 15" same F-9-2
5 119

CONDITION
FOUND: 2" TP PLUGGED & TACKED BK5 P9 70(119)

GONE 16" SPRUCE N19°W 72 LKS GLO P9 11
GONE 25" SPRUCE S31°E 24 LKS GLO P9 11
GONE 8" HEMLOCK N31°W 25 LKS BK1 P9 56
GONE 7" MAPLE S46°E 26 LKS BK1 P9 56
* FOUND GOOD 12" ALDER S00°W 23 35" BK5 P9 119
GONE 24" ALDER N35°E 268 90" BK5 P9 119

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TIE AND CEMENT FD IRON PIPE
FO. 4" 4" 48" Post NORTH 18 FEET
SET 84" Hat Section SOUTH 18 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY: SEQUOIA
*24" ALDER S74°W 52 42" BK10 GTC7S
PUT YELLOW COUNTY CORNE AND WHITE DON'T CUT TAGS ON FD AND NEW ACS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN A N-S-E FENCE CORNER AND 560 FEET NORTH OF A SMALL CREEK

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR  DAN MCNUTT

DATE: 11-74 PHOTO#:  TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.